
Thank you for taking the time to look through 
this artbook.

InnerSpace was a major project, a labor of love, 
and taught me a great deal of valuable lessons.

I hope you enjoy looking through this record of 
our work.

Concept art and layout: Eric Grossman
3D art: Steve Zapata
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From pre-production to Kickstarter, 
we laid the groundwork for the game’s 
overall aesthetic.

We ironed out the contours of its 
history, and this also informed our 
approach to depicting the remnants 
of its lost civilizations.

The mix of angular stone with metal 
support structures became a hallmark 
of the game’s architecture, while the 
orange stone arches became our 
baseline landscape. 

Preproduction

and

Kickstarter







For our Kickstarter video, we wanted to 
show off what would be a typical zone.

The “courtyard” structure we created 
eventually became the basis for the
towers in the Dawnvessel.

Kickstarter Environment 







Once powerful and vast, the 
civilization known only as The Ancients 
now exists only in the monumental 
remnants and precious relics they left 
behind.

To give ourselves flexibility in creating 
and placing Ancient towers, we 
decided to create a system of stone 
and metal modules. These would be 
combined with functional, mechanical 
modules, as well as an interior where 
needed. 

The banners originally hid entrances, 
but were later re-imagined as 
signposts to help differentiate towers.

The Ancients



Monuments of the Ancients 

The towers of the Ancients are vast structures of stone 
blocks suspended across the arc of the Inverse by metal 
beams.
The towers are based on a set of modular pieces. 
Specific assets were created for doors, various mechanisms 
used throughout the game, and decorations like banners 
and plaques.  







Dawnvessel

A world illuminated by a furtive 
lightsource, Dawnvessel stages a 
gentle introduction to the space and 
logic of InnerSpace beyond its basic 
mechanics.

The star of this world is the Sunfish, a 
demigod encounter that underwent 
a few transformations throughout 
development.

Once you complete the Sunfish 
encounter, the world turns to a 
permanent night illuminated by the 
tiny lights of the remaining fish. This is 
the core image for this world. 



The Sunfish demigod is simply a mortal 
creature that accumulated the excess 
Wind of the Ancients. 

The Wind aura emitted by the Sunfish 
evolved greatly throughout development.

Sunfish





The Sunchamber formed the hub of 
the Ancient’s civilization, and so it is 
the center of your adventure. 

As the first world developed, and oft 
returned to, the Sunchamber was the 
staging ground for new technologies, 
like our custom approach to lighting.

The Statue and the Mountain together 
form the “fulcrum” of the world, and 
are its standout features. 

Sunchamber











Mornsea’s frozen desert is a place 
almost entirely devoid of Wind, save 
for the condensed fire at the heart 
of the Gossamer Flock. A contrast 
between ice and red sand formed 
the basic image for this world. 

The Gossamer Flock is based on 
the idea of an elusive bird that’s 
visible only while you’re looking at 
it. Ethereal and fleeting, it required 
little concept art, but a lot of 3D and 
FX work throughout development. 

Mornsea









In the Eventide, Wind growth has run 
rampant, creating megafauna and 
megaflora that overtake any attempt 
to tame the landscape.

Large, world-spanning fungus became 
the focal point of this world, a massive 
force of decomposition that is, still, full 
of life. This interesting paradox also 
plays a role in the Leviathan 
encounter itself.

Eventide















As a late-game space, Duskprism sets 
out to iterate and subvert many of the 
rules laid by the early worlds.

There’s no ocean, only mysterious 
clouds that warp you somewhere 
new. The “demigod” encounter takes 
the form of exploration itself,  and 
even the landscape is crystalline and 
peculiar. 

The initial images for this world were 
domes of glass shrouded by clouds, 
with flickering holograms inside. 

Duskprism













Narrowsky is an in-between, a 
dimensional passage watched over 
by the wind-bound remains of a 
primeval serpent. 

Early ideas saw a hydra-like creature 
tethered to a lake of obsidian, or a 
shattered planet that would form the 
basis of the final portal.

We distilled those ideas into the
Narrowsky that appears in the final 
game.

 Narrowsky









As the player’s representation in the 
game, Airframes are important in 
InnerSpace. Each one brought its own 
design challenges, as they all had to fit 
the same set of core functions while 
looking and feeling unique. 

The airframes, for the most part, are 
designed as plausible flying machines 
with evidence of propulsion and lift-
generating mechanisms.  

More than that, though, they each tell 
a different story about their corner of 
the Inverse.

Airframes



Early airframe designs experimented with 
different mechanisms for amphibious travel, 
as well as various ways to help orient the 
player. 

As the aquatic portion of the game went fully 
underwater, we realized that the plane would 
need to transform and be fully submersible. 
This guided us as we made further iterations.

Early Airframes



The first final airframe design, incorporating 
a detailed mechanism for wing-folding with 
a lot of avian influence.

 

The Woodwind airframe is based 
on the shape and proportions of 
the Piano, but it replaces complex  
machinery with simpler materials 
and construction.

Piano Plane 



The first of two planes based on the 
ideas of a Kickstarter backer, this one by 
ZephyrSpark (incidentally, we liked this 
name quite a bit). 

The prompt placed an emphasis on speed 
and an exotic form of energy-based 
propulsion. 

Zephyr Spark 



The second airframe developed based on 
a backer prompt, this one by BloodyBane. 

This craft is intended to contrast visually 
and tonally with the rest of the game. 
We used it to hint at Narrowsky and its 
relationship to the Inverse.

Astral Key



Tidal Horn

The airframe associated with the Leviathan. 
We wanted at least one plane that felt truly 
organic, and that excelled underwater. 



Relics are how the Inverse tells its 
story, conveying a fragmented and 
ancient history to any who would take 
the time to look and listen.

These objects run the gamut of 
household objects to fabulous, lost 
treasures. 

Each relic offers a small piece of 
information to be fit together with all 
the rest. 

Relics







Thank you for taking the time to journey 
through this book. While the pieces here 
run the gamut from quick production drafts 
to polished mood pieces, each one was an 
important piece of crafting InnerSpace.

Here’s to more journeys in the future.

Cheers,
Eric Grossman

Thank You!


